Goals scored:
Jessica LANDSTROM (SWE) 57'

Colombia (COL)
12 Sandra SEPULVEDA (GK)
  3 Natalia GAITAN (C)
  4 Diana OSPINA
  5 Nataly ARIAS
  6 Daniela MONTOYA (-66')
  7 Catalina USME (-59')
  8 Andrea PERALTA (-79')
  9 Carmen RODALLEGHA
10 Yoreli RINCON
14 Kelis PEDUZINE
16 Lady ANDRADE

Substitutes:
  2 Yuli MUNOZ
 11 Liana SALAZAR
13 Yuleith DOMINGUEZ (+66')
15 Tatiana ARIZA
17 Ingrid VIDAL (+79')
18 Katerin CASTRO (+59')
19 Fatima MONTANO
20 Orianca VELASQUEZ
21 Alejandra VELASCO (GK)
1 Yineh VARON (GK) (N)

Coach: Ricardo ROZO (COL)

Sweden (SWE)
1 Hedvig LINDAHL (GK)
 2 Charlotte ROHLIN
 4 Annica SVENSSON
 5 Carolina SEGER (C) (-69')
 6 Sara THUNEBRO
 7 Sara LARSSON
 8 Lotta SCHELIN
 9 Jessica LANDSTROM (-81')
11 Therese SJOGRAN
16 Linda FORSBERG (-54')
17 Lisa DAHLKVIST

Substitutes:
  3 Linda SEMBRANT
 10 Sofia JAKOBSSON (+54')
11 Antonia GORANSSON
12 Kristin HAMMARSTROM (GK)
13 Lina NILSSON
14 Josefine OQVIST
16 Niila FISCHER (+69')
19 Madelaine EDLUND (+81')
20 Marie HAMMARSTROM
21 Sofia LUNDGREN (GK)

Coach: Thomas DENNERBY (SWE)

Cautions:
Caroline SEGER (SWE) 29'

Expulsions:

Additional time:
First half: 2 min., second half: 4 min.
FIFA Women’s World Cup Germany 2011

Game Statistics

Group C
Colombia - Sweden  0:1 (0:0)

# 6  28 JUN 2011  15:00  Leverkusen / FIFA Women’s World Cup Stadium / GER
Att. 21,106

Colombia (COL)          Sweden (SWE)
8 / 2  Shots / Shots on Goal  13 / 6
4  Fouls  17
2  Corner Kicks  7
2  Direct Free Kicks to Goal  1
0  Indirect Free Kicks to Goal  0
0 / 0  Penalty Kicks/Converted  0 / 0
1  Own Goals  4
0  Cautions  1
0  Offsides  0
0  Expulsions due to Second Caution  0
55%  Ball Possession  45%
33  Actual playing time  27

Player of the Match: 9, Jessica LANDSTROM (Sweden)

Match events

29'  Caroline SEGER in CASTRO, out USME
54'  in JAKOBSSON, out FORSBERG 1st half
57'  Jessica LANDSTROM in DOMINGUEZ, out MONTOYA
59'  in VIDAL, out PERALTA  2nd half
66'  in FISCHER, out SEGER
79'  in EDLUND, out LANDSTROM
81'  in CASTRO, out USME

Substitutes

90'  Sofia JAKOBSSON in JAKOBSSON, out FORSBERG
90'  Nilla FISCHER in JAKOBSSON, out FORSBERG
90'  Madelaine EDLUND in JAKOBSSON, out FORSBERG

Goals scored: 0 / 1

Player of the Match: 9, Jessica LANDSTROM (Sweden)